
Teacher: Computer Science, Coding, Innovation 

 

Bishop Feehan High School is searching for a talented, enthusiastic, mission-driven technology 
teacher, as we take our next steps towards developing a best-in-region Business & Innovation 
offering for our students. 
 
Our brand-new 10,000sf Innovation Center will open in September of 2023, but we are already 
making major strides in adding new innovation courses and extra-curriculars for our students 
ahead of the opening. Bring your passion to Feehan and help set the direction for and inspire 
our 1,100 students with academic offerings from beginner to advanced, Over the next 2-3 years, 
we will be adding more courses and more staff in this area. 
 
Our opening can fit you, whether your specialty is engineering, software, coding, robotics, game 
design and/or application design?  If you’re a talented technologist with an interest in sharing 
your passion with our students, we want to talk to you. 
 
The ideal candidate should possess passion for technology, critical thinking /problem solving 
and a structured approach to collaborative design and communication. The candidate will 
demonstrate the ability to teach courses and develop curriculum in some or all of the following 
areas:  engineering, software, coding, robotics, game design and/or application design. 
 
A Bachelor's degree is required. Teaching certification and teaching experience is 
preferred.  However, the right candidate with significant experience in computer science, 
engineering, or a related discipline is most welcome to apply. 

Bishop Feehan is a thriving, dynamic Catholic high school that pursues excellence in Sanctity, 
Scholarship, and Sportsmanship. We are a college preparatory exam school with a full 
enrollment and waiting list. 100% of our students are accepted into college and university. We 
are also a school of deep school spirit, community, and service. As we do for our students, we 
have high expectations for our teachers. We support them with numerous professional 
development offerings at no cost, best in practice Professional Learning Communities, a 
generous 403b plan, and aggressive tuition reimbursement for teachers pursuing advanced 
degrees. 

Bishop Feehan High School values and seeks diversity within its school organization. Diversity 
is the inclusion and acceptance of diverse backgrounds, experiences, and talents that help to 
ensure that staff reflect those whom they seek to educate. 

Candidates should submit a letter of interest and resume to: Mrs. Kimberley Fowler, 
Administrative Assistant to the Vice Principal of Academics, 

via E-mail: kfowler@bishopfeehan.com, or Fax 508-226-7696. 

  
 


